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IV
TIDS AGREEMENT, made as ofthe~5 day of ~k~ ,2003, by and between
the SHERIFF OF THE COUNTY OF DUTCHESS, a public officer of the State of New York,
having his principal office at 150 North Hamilton Street, Poughkeepsie, New York 12601 and the
,
COUNTY OF DUTCHESS, a municipal corporation with offices at 22 Market Street, Poughkeepsie,
New York 12601 (hereinafter referred to collectively as the "Employer". and respectively as the
"Sheriff' and the "County"), and the DUTCHESS. COUNTY SHERIFF'S EMPLOYEES
ASSOCIATION/DCSEA, having its principal place of business at 150 North Hamilton Street,
Poughkeepsie, New York 12601 (hereinafter referred to as the "Union").
WITNESSETH:
WHEREAS, it is the desire of the parties to this. Agreement to negotiate collectively with
regard to hours of work, wages, and working conditions in order to (a) promote a harmonious and
cooperative relationship between government and its Employees, (b) to protect the public by assuring,
~t "alltimes, the orderly and uninterrupted operation and function of government, (c) to recognize the
legitimate interest of the Employees, (d) to promote fair and reasonable working conditions, and (e) to
provide a basis for the adjustment of matters of mutual interest by means of amicable discussion, now,
therefore, it is mutually agreed by and between the parties as follows:
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ARTICLE I
DEFINITIONS
The following words and tenns as used in this Agreement shall have the following meanings:
"Adjusted, Benefit Date" means the date on which an Employee is hired, adjusted by adding any
period of more than five (5) consecutive days during which the Emp~oyee does not appear on the
payroll. This date effects accrual of leave time. .
"Adjusted Longevitv or Increment Date" means the date on which an Employee is hired, adjusted
. by adding any period of more than five (5) consecutive days during which the Employee does not
appear on the payroll. This dat~ effects eligibility dates for increment or longevity awards.
"County" - means the County of Dutchess and its units of government.
"Countv Executive" - means the chief executive officer of the County, as that office is defined and
establishedin Article ITlof the DutchessCounty Charter, or his designee.
"Emplovee( s)" - means a member of the workforce of the Employer who is dilly appointed to one of
titles set forth in Appendix "A", annexed to and made a part of this Agreement, who works the basic
workweek set forth in Appendix "A".
"Employer" - means the County and the Sheriff as co-employers pursuant to Article XIV of the New
York.State Civil Service Law. .
"He" -means she, pursuant to Section ~2 of the General Construction Law.
'''Sheriff' - means the duly' elected Sheriff of the County as that office is defined in Article XXIIT of
the Dutchess County Charter, or his designee.
"Union" - means the Dutchess County Sheriff's Employees Association/DCSEA.
"Unit" - means the foll.owing divisions within the Sheriff s Office: (1) the Dutchess County
Corrections Division and civilian staff; and (2) the Dutchess County Sheriff's Office civilian staff.
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ARTICLE n
RECOGNITION
Section 1. Representation
The Employer agrees that the Union shall be the sole and exclusive representative of all .
Employees. described in Article III for the purpose of collective' bargaining and grievances for the
maximum period stipulated by the Public Emplo'yees Fair Employment Law. For the purpose of
representation, the Employer shall limit access to County property only to representatives of the Union,
except where required by law. .
Section 2. Membership Dues
The Employer shall deduct from the wages of Employees and remit to the Union regular
membership dues and such other Union insurance charges as may be mutually agreed upon by the
Employer and the Union for those Employees who sign an authorization form permitting such payroll
deductions.
Section 3. Agencv Shop Fee
The County shall deduct from the wages of each Employee hired by the County, who is not a
member of the Union, an agency shop fee in accordance with the provisions of Section 208(3)(b) of the
Civil Service Law. Such agency shop fee shall be deducted from the wages of such Employee
commencing with the first full payroll period after his date.of employment. Agency shop fees shall be
deducted and paid pursuant to the same procedures used in Section "2" of this Article, except that the
County will separately designate, at the time of deduction, membership union dues and agency shop
deductions. The Union. shall establish and maintain a procedure providing for the refund to any
Employee demanding the return of any part of the agency shop fee deductions which represent the
Etp.ployee's pro rata share of the expenditures by the Union in aid of activities or causes only
incidentally related to the terms and conditions of employment.
Section 4. No Strike AffIrmation
The Union affirms that it shall not assert the right to strike against the Employer, to assist or
participate in any such strike, or to impose an obligation upon its members to conduct, assist, or
participate in such a strike. It is further expressly agreed that the pledge herein recited is an essential
element of consideration for this Agreement. .
ARTICLE III
COLLECTIVE BARGAINING UNIT
Section 1. Definition of Unit
The Employer agrees that the Union is the sole and exclusive negotiating representative for the
Employees whq are duly appointed to the titles listed in Appendix "A" annexed hereto and made a part
of this Agreement.
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Section 2. Modification of Unit
The definition of "Unit" may be modified during the tenn of this Agreement as follows:
(a) By operation of law, when:
(i) A title is abolished, or
(ii) A title is changed pursuant to a reclassification proceeding authorized by
Section 22 of the Civil Service Law, and the changed title is not deemed by the
Employer to be managerial or confidential.
(b) By mutual agreement of the parties, pursuant to Article 14 of the Civil Service Law, when:
(i) A new title is created by the County pursuant to a classification proceeding
. authorizedby Section 22 of the Civil ServiceLaw, or
(ii) When a title is changed pursuant to areclassification proceeding authorized by
Section 22 of the Civil Service Law and the changed title is deemed by the
County to be managerial or confidential.
Section 3.Amended Appendices
Updated Appendices "A" indicating modifications of the Unit as authorized above, shall be
provided by the Employer to the Union on a quarterly basis.
ARTICLE IV
COMPENSATION
Section 1. Supporting Documents
Attached hereto and made a part hereof are the following documents:
. (a) 'AnnualSalary Job Group Allocations ~. (AppendixB)
(b) Annual Salary Schedule from Imposition (Appendix C)
(c) Annual Salary Sche<Iulefor 2002 (Appendix D.I)
(d) Annual Salary Schedule for 2003 (Appendix D.2)
(e) Annual Salary Schedule for 2004 (Appendix D.3)
(f) Annual Salary Schedule for 2005 (Appendix D.4)
(g) Annual Salary Schedule for 2006 (Appendix D.5)
(h) Longevity Schedules . (AppendixD.6)
(i) Rules for Administration of the Salary Plan (Appendix E)
Both parties agree to adopt these documents as part of this Agreement in the manner set forth
below.
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,Section 2. Salaries
(a) The salary schedules for 2002 (Appendix D.1) reflect an increase over the 2001 salary
schedules of three percent (3%) for Employees in the Correction Officer series and for civilian
Employees.
.
,
(b) The salary schedules for 2003 (Appendix D.2) reflect an increase over the 2002 salary
schedules of three percent (3%) for Employees in the Correction Officer series and for civilian
Employees.
(c) The salary schedules for 2004 (Appendix D.3) reflect an increase over the 2003 salary
schedules of three (3%) percent for Employees in the Correction Officer series and for civilian
. Employees.
(d) The salary schedules for 2005 (Appendix DA) reflect an increase over the 2004 salary
schedules of three and one-quarter percent (3.25%) for Employees in the Correction Officer
series and for civilian Employees., .
(e) Effective September 1, 2006, the salary schedules for 2006 (Appendix D.5) reflects an increase
over the 2005 salary schedules of three and three-quarters percent (3.75%) for Employees in
the Correction Officer series and for civilian Employees.
(f) Retroactive salary increases will be p~d only to those Employees who are on the payroll on the
date of final ratification, or had retired between January 1, 2002 and the date of final
ratification. Retroactive salary increases shall be p8.id to the estate of any Employee who died
between January 1, 2002 and the date of final ratification.
Section 3. Shift Compensation
A workday will be broken into three (3) shift periods and Employees working other than the
daytime (first) shift shall receive additional compensation as noted below. All shift hours which
overlap two designated shift periods will be recognized for pay purposes to be within that shift period
wherein over 60% of the working hours are set.
(a) First Shift - 6:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. - the base rate established by the salary plan.
(b) Second Shift" - 6:00 p.m. to 12:00 midnight - the base rate established by the salary plan for
First Shift personnel, plus 5%. '
, (c) Third Shift-- 12:00 midnight to 6:00 a.m. - the base rate established by the salary plan for First
Shift personnel, plus 10%.
Section 4. Davlight Savings" Eastern Standard Time Changes
.
When an Employee works the entire third shift in the Spring on the day Daylight Savings Time
is implemented, he shall be paid for seven (7) hours. When an Employee works the entire third shift in
the Fali on the day Eastern Standard Time is implemented, he shall 'be paid for nine (9) hours.
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Section 5. Emergency Call-Back Pay ,
(a) An Employee, other than a maintenance Employee, called back to work after his regular work
shift, or called in four (4) or more hours before his regular work shift, shall be guaranteed a
minimum of two (2) hours pay at time and one-half. Time worked after the guaranteed
minimum shall be compensated at straight time or overtime, depending upon the total hoUrs
worked by the Employee for the week in question.
(b) Any maintenance Employee called back to work after his regular work shift, or called in four
(4) or more hours before his regular work shift, shall be guaranteed a minimum of three (3)
hours pay. So much of the three (3) hours as the Employee is actually required to work shall be
compensated at overtime rates, while the remainder of the time shall be paid at straight time. In
addition to the guaranteed three (3) hour minimum, an Employee shall receive one (1) hour's
pay at straight time for compensation for travel time tq and from work.
(c) Any maintenance Employee called back for additional calls shall be compensated in
accordance with Section (b) above.
Section 6. Court or Grand Jury Pay
Time accumulated while an Employee is making a court or grand jury appearance related to his
job, duties during off-duty hours shall be considered in the computation of overtime. The minimum
compensation for such appearance shall be two (2) hours straight time in monetary pay.
Section 7. Increments
Increments based upon the annual step increment structure, as reflected in Appendices "D: 1
through D.S", shall be paid to qualifying Employees if awarded pursuant to the annual performance
appraisal provided for in Section "8" of this Article IV, effective the first full pay period following the
Employee's adjusted increment date.
,
'Section 8. Annual Performance Appraisal
(a) The parties recognize that the Employer has implemented a comprehensive annual performance
appraisal system. This system will be used as the basis for award or denial of increments,
longevities, promotions, and other formal personnel action.
(b) The following are reasonable guidelines to be followed wherever practical in implementing the
Annual Performance AppraisaI System:
(i) The Employee's performance should be monitored throughout the appraisal year
with the supervisor making notations periodically in the incident file on the
Employee and providing the Employee with a copy simultaneously. These
notations should be both of typical performance as well as unusual incidents and
should reflect the range of Employee performance, both good and bad.
(ii) Approximately six (6) months into the appraisal year, the incident, file shou~dbe
reviewed against the previous appraisal.' to see how the current y~aI'S
perforinance compares to the previous appraisal. If performance is
unsatisfactory or marginal, the Employee and .supervisor should discuss the
Employee's performance, noting any deficiencies in performance, and the
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supervisor should review the expectations of performance for the job. The ,
supeMsor should seek to resolve any environmental factors such as workflow
that may be hindering Employee performance. The "coaching" session should
be followed up in writing so both the supervisor and Employee have a record of
what was discussed.
(iii) Nine (9) months into the appraisal period, the same procedure should be
followed. The "coaching" session should review the previous session noting
any improvements or declines in performance.' The~mployee should again be
told of the expectations of performance for the job. In addition, the Employee
should be told that unsatisfactory performance may result in denial of the merit
increment. The "coaching" session should be followed up in writing so both the
supervisor and Employee have a record.
. (iv) Two (2) weeks prior to the Employee's anniversary date, the formal appraisal .
should be completed. The information from the incident file and the results of
the two "coaching" sessions should be included. If the increment is deiried, the
Employee should be told where improvements in performance are needed.
Section 9. Longevitv Payment
(a) Longevity payments after 10, 15, 20, 25 and 30 years of service, shall be paid as set forth in
Appendix "D.6," to qualifying Employees if awarded pursuant to the annual performance
appraisal provided in Section "8" above, effective the first full pay period following their
adjusted longevity date. If a longevity payment is denied, the Employee's performan~e will be
r~viewed within each subsequent six (6) months to determine if the longevity shall be
implemented at that time.
(b) Effective January 1, '1997, a thirty-year longevity shall be paid in accordance with the
conditions p'rovided in (a) above. No thirty-year longevity payments shall be made for any
period prior to January 1, .1997. .
Section 10. In-County Meal Payments
The Employer shall provide a payment for meals for Employees working in the County, but out
of the facility during regular work hours or overtime, when' a meal would have been provided, in
accordance with the following schedule:
(i) $7.50 for a meal not provided by the County;
(ii) $7.50 for each succeeding meal not provided by the County, but not for less than'
every six (6) hours of work.
Section 11. Canine Duties
(a) Correction Officers assigned to perform canine duties, as a canine officer (which includes
training, care, custody, general maintenance and handling .of a canine, and related tasks) shall
receive additional compensation for those duties as set forth herein. .
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. (i) The Officer shall be relieved during one hour of each day he works his regular
shift, to perform canine duties. Such duties need not be performed at the job site
and will be compensated at the Officer's regular rate of pay, including any
applicable differentials. ,For example, an Officer will be, compensated at his
regular rate of pay for a 40-hour workweek, but will perform his nOlIDalduties
for 3,5hours a week and canine duties on or off-site for 5 hours per week.
(ii) In addition, the Officer will receive additional compensation equal to twenty-
four (~4) minutes each day he works a regular shift and performs canine duties
off regularly scheduled hours. Such time will be compensated at the federal
minimum wage at time and one-half (1-1/2) of the federal minimum wage.
(iii) In addition, the Officer will receive additional compensation equal to one (1)
hour for ~ach day he is not scheduled to work a regular shift and performs
canine duties off regularly scheduled hours. Such time will be compensated at
time and one-half (1-112) of the federal minimum wage.
In addition, the Officer will be compensated at the Contract rate, in the event any of the
following requires him to penolID canine duties outside his regularly scheduled workweek:
(iv) A canine requires emergency medical treatment;
(v) A canine is required to attend monthly training sessions.
Each Officer shall submit a weekly Canine Report, attesting to the time spent in off-duty canine
care, in the form set forth in Appendix "H". The compensation described in subpart (a) shall be
included in the Officer's regular paycheck for as long as the Officer continues to be assigned canine
duties.
The parties agree the time allocated to perform the tasks in "(a)" above, is reasonable, that all
pertinent facts were taken into consideration and no Correction Officer assigned canine duties shall
spend more time discharging such responsibilities. Nevertheless, any affected Officer shall
immediately' notify the Employer in writing, with supporting reasons if, for whatever reason, he '
believes these hours are no longer reasonable for the required tasks.
ARTICLE V
WORKDAY AND WORKWEEK
Section 1. Basic Workday and Workweek
.
The basic workweek for Employees is forty (40) hours per week, eight (8) hours per day, or,
thirty-five (35) hours per week, seven (7) hours p.er day, for five (5) consecutive days as indicated in
Appendix "A." No Employee will regularly be required to work a split shift.
Section 2. Record of Attendance
Daily time records, in form detennined by the Sheriff, showing actual time worked, as well as
all types of leave and vacation time earned by each Employee, will be maintained by the Sheriff
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Section 3. Senioritv AsSignments For Shifts and Pass Davs
(a) The non-supervis<?ry members of the bargaining unit assigned to the Corrections Divis~on and
Food ServicelKitchen Division, shall, upon a vacancy, bid for all assignffients to each of the
established shifts and pass days based on seniority.
(b) The number of individuals and available pass days on each established shift shall rest solely
with the Sheriff or his designee. A newly hired Correction Officer or Food ServicelKitchen
Division Employee shall not be pennitted to bid for the first eighteen (18) months of
employment after completing training. During said eighteen (18) month period, assignments
shall be at the discretion of the Sheriff
(c) In regard to all shift and pass day assignments, the Sheriff or his designee will retain the right
to reassign individuals for just cause based upon reasonable criteria including, but not limited
to, the following:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)
(vi)
Disciplinary Problems'
Training
Personality Conflicts Within the Shift
Improper Perfonnance of Duty
Restricted or Light Duty
Need for Shifting Manpower
(d) Once assigned, Employees will follow the work schedule for that assignment.
(e) Claimed violations of this Section shall not be subject to the grievance procedure, but may be
appealed to the Sheriff or his designee.
(f) Current shift and pass day assignments shall be grandfathered.
(g) This provision shall not apply to any other Employees of the Unit, in~luding but not limited to
maintenance, clerical, teaching, counseling and dispatching Employees.
ARTICE VI
OVERTIME
Section 1. Time and One-Bali
(a) Overtime for all Employees, other than those Employees designated as 35-hour Employees in
Appendix "A", is defined as all hours worked in excess of 40 hours per week. Overtime will be
compensated at the rate of 1-1/2 times the Employee's normal hourly rate of payor
compensatory time at the rate of 1-1/2 times the time worked. The 40-hour Employee will
have a choice of whether he would be paid in money" or time. If the Employee elects
compensatory time and (1) .this causes the Employee's co~pensatory time balance to exceed
"480 hours; or (2) the time is not used within twelve (12) months of dateeamed, the Employee'
must elect to have the excess or expiring compensatory time paid in money or converted to
.
vacation time. Compensatorytime shall be paid or used in inverse order of accrual (oldest time
first). If the Employee chooses to be paid, he must notify the department, in writing, at least 10
9
days before the time is due to expire or would exceed 480 hours. If no such notification is
given, the compensatory time will convert to vacation tiIDeunless this will cause vacation time
to exceed 45 days. In such event, the excess shall be paid in money instead. Compensatory
time, whether earned at overtime or straight-time rates, shaJ.I,after appropriate conversion, be
credited at a single straight-time rate. For example, when six (6) hours of compensatory time is
earned at the overtime rate, it shall be credited as nine (9) hours at the straight-time rate.
(b) Employees designated as 35-hour Employees 'in Appendix "A" shall be compensated at
straight-time rates in money or compensatory'time, at the discretion of the Sheriff, taking into
consideration the Employee's needs, for the'first five (5) hours of overtime, and at the rate of 1-
1/2 times the Employee's normal hourly rate of pay for all additional hours. If compensatory
time is granted, it shall be treated as compensatory time in accordance with Section (a) above.
(c) No Employee shall be compensated for overtime unless he was first properly directed to work
such overtime by the Sheriff.
Section 2. Hourly Rate Computation
The hourly rate for salaried Employees shall be computed by dividing the Employee's annual
salaryby the number of work hours in the year. '
Secnon 3. Holiday Work
An Employee who is required to work on a holiday shall be paid in accordance with the
previous subsections in addition to a normal day's pay.
Section 4. In Lieu Day
Should a holiday fallon an Employee's normal day off, he shall be granted some other day off
with pay in lieu of the holiday; for compensation purposes, the in lieu day shall be considered straight-
time compensatory time and treated as compensatory time in accordance with Section "1 (a)" above.
Section 5. Workweek Computation
For the purpose of Section "1(a);' of this Article, an unworked holiday or approved paid leave
in an Employee's normal workweek shall be considered as time worked, except as hereinafter
provided. Sick leave shall not be considered as time worked for overtime purposes, except when an
Employee is required to work overtime (mandatory overtime). Where an Employee submits a doctor's
note to substantiate an illness which prevented him from performing his duties before overtime is
worked or upon his first day back to work where the overtime was worked prior to the illness, sick
leave shall be considered as time worked for overtime purposes.
Section 6. Overtime Pay Rate
'Overtime shall be paid at the rate for the shift on which the Employee actually works the
overtime.
Section 7. Distribution of Overtime
Overtime shall be ,rotated on an equitable basis among all qualified Employees within each Unit
,
consistent with the mos't efficient operation of the Unit. '
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Section 8. Chan!!e of Work Hours
The Sheriff will not arbitrarily change the working hours of any Employee for the purpose of
evadingthe ov~rtimeprovisions of this Agreement.
.
Section 9.Line-Up Pay
(a) Employees shall receive line-up pay, if worked, computed in accordance with the overtime
provision of the contract. If an Employee arrives between one to three minutes late for line-up,
he shall be paid for the entire line-up period. If the Employee arrives four or more minutes late,
.
he shall not be paid for any of the line-up period. Regardless of whether payment is made,
lateness to any degree is a matter subject to disciplinary action.
(b) Each Employee .required to attend line-up on a daily basis shall receive additional
compensation of thirty-five ($35.00) dollars twice a year paid during the pay period of January
1 (for the preceding period July 1 to December 31) and July 1 (for the preceding period January
1 to June 30). Such compensation will cover any shortage of pay, which may result due to the
County's current method of payroll calculations limited to units of one-tenth (1/10th) of an
hour.
(c) Payment of the additional compensation referred to in "(b)" above will only be made if an
Employee was on the payroll more than 50% of the time and if the Employee was still
employed at the end of the period. This payment will cease if the County revises the method of
calculating payroll for actual time worked.
(d) Employees are required to work and remain at their posts for the entire eight hour and ten
minute day for each full shift they are scheduled, unless excused by their supervisor.
Section 10. Fair Labor Standards Act
The parties agree to administer this Agreement in accordance with any applicable provisions of
the Fair Labor Standards Act. The parties acknowledge that the County is entitled to the partial
overtime exemptions contained in 2~.U.S.C. 207(k) whith authorizes among other things, a 7 day, 43
hour work period. Nevertheless, the County shall pay the overtime rate for all hours worked in excess
of 40 hours per workweek. . .
ARTICLE VII
HOLIDAYS" VACATIONS" LEAVES
Section 1. Holidays
Saturdays, Sundays and legal holidays are allowed as days off with pay. An Employee whose
normal workweek includes Saturdays and/or Sun~ays shall be granted two (2) consecutive days off
each week. Nothing in the Agreement shall.be construed as preventing the County Legislature from
granting Employees such additional days off with pay as it may lawfully authorize by resolution.
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Paid holidays are:
Section 2. Vacations
(a) Employees with an adjusted benefit date prior to June 30, 1982 shall earn paid vacation upon
completion of each quarter year of continuous employment as noted below. Vacations shall be
earned from the Employee's adjusted benefit date.
(b) Employees with an adjusted benefit date on or after June 30, 1982 shall earn vacation from
their adjustedbenefit date as follows: .
(i) 2 weeks of vacation after one (1) year of service.
Employees with six (6) months and one pay period of service will be advanced one week's
vacation. After one year of service, the second week of vacation will be credited. If the Employee
t8:kes vacation and leaves before one year has been reached, he will have one week's pay deducted
from his salary. In addition, if an Employee does not take the week's vacation and leaves before one
year has been reached, he will not be credited with a lump sum payment for the vacation.
(ii) 3 weeks of vacation after 5 years of service.
(iii) 4 weeks of vacation after 15 years of service.
(iv) 5 weeks of vacation after 20 years of service.
(c) The Sheriff, in his discretion, will schedule .vacation time
following factors:
(i) Request of the Employee.
(ii) Needs of the Unit.
(iii) Seniority.
taking into consideration the
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(d) An Employee may utilize vacation credits in minimum units of one day. Employees shall be
allowed to accrue vacation credits up to an amount not to exceed 45 days; accruals exceeding
45 days shall be converted to sick days.
(e) Employees shall retain any earned vacation benefits if they transfer between Umts within the
.
Employer's or the County's service.
(f) Upon death, retirement or separation from the Employer in good standing, Employees will be
paid the monetary value of accumulated unused vacation time in an amount not to exceed the
maximum as specified in subdivision "d" above. If an Employee dies while employed by the
Employer or retires from service on other than his adjusted benefit date, the Employer shall pay
the pro-rated monetary value of vacation time from his previous accrual to the date of death or
retirement, in addition to the monetary value of his accumulated unused vacation time up to the
earned maximum as specified in subdivision "d" above.
Section 3. Sick Leave
Accumulated sick leave shall be used only for an Employee's personal illness, or for an illness
in his immediate family requiring him to be with his hnmediate family. When applicable, proof of an
illness or disability for sick time usage must be submitted within two (2) business days of the
Employee's return to work. For the purpose of this Section, immediate family means an Employee's
spouse, parents, children, or stepchildren or foster children who reside in the household. Sick leave
will be accrued for an Employee at the rate of one (1) day for each month of continuous employment
with unlimited accumulation. Sick leave may be taken in minimum units of one-half day. Sick leave
may also be taken in minimum units of two (2) hour increments for prescheduled doctor's
appointments with proper verification or proof of visit, subject to the needs of the Sheriff. If an
absence for family illness is for one day or less, the Employee may bring in proof of doctor's visit,
stating the date of visit and the name of the patient. .
(a) Employees are responsible for reporting and justifying their use of sick leave. Advance
notification of sick leave shall be given whenever possible. Notification of use of sick leave
must be given no later than one (1) hour prior to the Employee's normal time for reporting to
work.. Sick leave will not be paid if the Employee fails to provide notice as set forth above.
(b) Before absence for personal illness or disability in excess of two (2) continuous days may be
charged against accumulated sick leave credits, the Sheriff may require proof of illness or
disability from a physician. The Sheriff may also require that an Employee be examined at
Employer expense by a physician designated by the Employer. However, where an illness is of
a "very personal nature", the Employer will accept and pay for an examination by the
Employee's personal physician.
(c) If an Employee has used six (6) days of sick leave during the course of a tw~lve (12) month
period, the Sheriff may require the aforementioned proof or examination before any subsequent
absence may be charged against accumulated sick leave credits. Such proof of illness shall be
required for a six (6) month period from .the last used sick day, if tl;1eSheriff provides written
notice that the Employee has exceeded the above limitation. At the ~nd of the six (6) month
period, the Employee shall start a new twelve (12) month period.
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(d) The Sheriff may require that an Employee, who has been absent because of personal illness or
. disability,be examinedby an Employerdesignatedphysicianprior to his return to work. Said
examination shall be scheduled after the Sheriff receives in writing, a notice from the Employee's
physician stating that he is capable of returning to work and performing his normal duties without
jeopardi~g his. own health and safety or that of his fellow Employees. The examination shall be
performed no later than ten (10) working days after the Employee's scheduled return date. In the
event the examination does not occur within ten (10) working days, the Employee will be placed
back on the payroll, and, in the di~cretion of the Sheriff, be required to return to work. This
examination will be paid for by the Employer and is intended to establish that the Employee is not
disabled and can perform his normal duties and that his return to work will not jeopardize his own
health and safety or that of his fellow Employees.
(e) When an Employee changes Units within the Employer's or the County's service, his
accumulated sick leave credits shall be transferred with him.
(f) Except as provided in "h" b~low, if an Employee's service with the Employer is terminated for
any reason, compensation will not be given for unused accumulated sick leave credits. If an
Employee resigns and then returns to Employer service in a permanent position within one (1)
year of his resignation, any sick leave credits cancelled at the time of re~ignation will be
reinstated.
.
(g) Prior to being eligible for sick leave at half-pay, an Employee must apply to the Sick Leave
Bank. An Employee who 'has been denied the full benefits of the Sick Leave Bank shall not be
eligible for sick leave at half-pay. The Sheriff, upon the approval by the County Executive and
the County Legislature, may grant sick leave at half-pay for personal illness to an Employee
having not less than one (1) year of service, after all of his sick leave, vacation credits and Sick
Leave Bank benefits have been used, subject to the provisions of Resolution No. 466 of 1973
entitled "Guidelines for Administration of the 'l1 Pay Sick Leave Policy for County
Employees. "
(h) Upon retirement or death while in County employment, an Employee or an Employee's estate,
may choose one of the following options to be paid for accumulated sick leave:
(i) Additional retirement service credit, pursuant to Section 410) of the New York
State Retirement and Social Security Law, or
(ii) A payment of one day for each two days accumulated for a maximum of 150
days paid for 300 days accumulated. An Employee must have at least 150 days
accumulated to,exercise this option, or
(iii) Convert unused sick leave as follows: An Employee with a minhnum <?f125
days of sick leave, up to a maximum of 300 days, may convert such unused sick
leave at the rate of 75% to offset the Employee's share of retiree health
insurance.
.
Upon exhaustion of the value of the sick leave, t11eretiree shall pay
his/her share of retiree health insurance. A sUrviving spouse of the retiree may
utilize any unused balance to pay the surviving spouse's share of health
insurance. In no event shall a retiree who elects this option, or the surviving
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spouse, receive payment for unused sick leave. Retirement shall be deemed to
mean separation from employment from, the County and receiving a pension
from the New York State Retirement System. An Employee hired prior to
January 1, 2004 with less than the required 125-day minimum at ~e time of
retirement, may apply up to 45 days of unused vacation to ~each',~d ,exceed the
125-day IDininiUm. Each such vacation day shall be deemed' a' sick day and
applied at the 75% conversion rate referenced above.
(iv) All payments and sick leave accruals under this provision shall be based on
salary schedules in existence at the time of death or retirement.
(i) The New York State Retirement and Social Security Law does not permit an Employee retiring
under the provisions of Section 89(P) of the Retirement and Social Security Law to elect
Section 41G) benefits. Such Employee shall be paid for accumulated sick leave as set forth
above.
Section 4. Sick Leave Bank
(a) The Employer and the DCSEA will establish and jointly administer an Employee contributed
sick leave bank. The purpose of the sick leave bank shall be to provide a source ,of sick leave
for Employees who are victims of catastrophic, prolonged, and/or disabling illnesses and who
have used all their accumulated benefit leave, provided they meet the qualifications for use of
the bank.
(b) Each Employee shall be requirec;lto contribute two sick days initially to the sick leave bank.
Thereafter, Employees shall be required to contribute equally up to two days annually as
needed to maintain the sick leave bank at a level of at least 300 days. Contributions, if'
necessary, shall be made on January 1st and July 1st' of each year. An Employee who does not
have accrued sick time shall substitute for his/her sick time contribution: first -personal time;
second - compensatory time; and third -vacation time. New Employees shall not be required to
'contribute until after completion of one full year of service and such Employees may not
withdraw from the sick leave bank until after the completion of one full year of service.
,
-
(c) Employees who' have exhausted all accumulated benefit leave and have been out of work for
more than thirty (30) days in any calendar year due to a chronic, prolonged, catastrophic and/or
disabling illn~ss or injury shall be entitled to withdraw leave from the bank as required.
. ,
(d) Employees shall not accumulate or earn additional sick leave while utilizing sick leave from the
bank established herein.
(e) Employees with less than 5 years employment with the Employer shall be limited to 30 days
per year from the sick bank. Employees With more than 5 but less than 10 years employment
shall be limited to 60 days per year. Employees with more than 10 years employment shall be
limited to 90 days per year.
(f) Requests for withdrawals from the sick le~ve bank shall be reviewed by a committee comprised
of two individuals selected by the Employer and two selected by the DCSEA. A majority vote
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shall be required to approve any withdrawal. Any denial of a request for sick leave time shall
be made in writing and shall set forth the reasons therefor.
(g) A written application for time from the sick leave bank shall be submitted to the committee by
the Employee, or by a legally qualified relative or guardian. The application' must be
,accompanied by a written statement from the Employee's physician verifying the medical need
for continued absen,ce. The committee may request an examination by a physician designated
by the Employer at the Employer's request. Written application must be made within ten (10)
days prior to the time benefit leave expires. The committee may waive this requirement for
good cause. The committee shall render a written decision within seven (7 ) days of receipt of
the' application.
Section 5. Personal Leave
The purpose of personal leave is to permit Employees to attend to personal affairs that cannot
be accommodated during non-working hours. :Each Employee shall be entitled to four (4) personal
leave days during .each year.
(a) Personal leave may be taken in minimum units of one (1) hour.
.
,
. .(b) Prior approval of personal leave must be obtained from the Sheriff. Approval or denial of
personal leave sha1.1be based upon the needs of the Unit for the services of the Employee. The
nature of the Employee's personal business shall not be a factor.
(c) For presently serving Employees four (4) days personal leave shall be earned each January 1st.
For new or reinstated Employees,. personal leave days shall be earned on the date of
employment on a pro-rated basis from the date of employment through December 31st of that
year, except that new or reinstated Employees shall' not be eligible to take personal leave days
until ninety (90) days after their hire, or successful completion of their probationary period, . .
whichever comes first, unless they indicate the purpose of the request during that period of
time.
(d) Unused personal leave hours shall be added to the accumulated straight time compensatory
leave of each Employee at the end of each year and shall be treated as compensatory time in
accordance with Article VI, Section "1(a)".
(e) When an Employee moves' between Units within the Employer's or the County's service, his
accumulated personal leave credits shall be transferred with him.
Section 6. Leave For Civil Service Examination: Interviews
Upon the request of an Employee,' the Sheriff shall grant leave with pay for the purpose of
taking a civil service examination, provided that the examination is for employment with the County
.
and also cannot be scheduled during non-workinghours. Thi~ Section shall apply to written, oral and
performance tests, physical examinations and reviews. Employees called for an interview for possible
inter-departmental transfer within the County service will be aiiowed time off with pay for such
purpose.
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Section 7. Leave For Court and Jurv Attendance
When an Employee is officially summoned to be present at the courthouse for jury duty or is
under subpoena to appear in court or before an administrative tribunal on a matter related to his job
duties, he shall be granted' leave with pay for such purposes. In the case of jury duty, the amount of
pay shall be the difference between his daily rate of pay and the amount allowed by the court for jury
duty.
Section 8. Military and Other Leave Required By Law
The Sheriff shall grant any leave of absence, with or without pay, as is now or may be required
by specific statutory authority, such as the Military Law.
Section 9. Workers' Compensation Leave
(a) An Employee who is absent from work because of occupational injury or disease NOT
COVERED BY 207-c, WHICH RESULTS IN AN AWARD OF WORKERS'
COMPENSATION, shall be entitled to leave with full pay for the waiting period; which is not
. compensated by. the Workers' Compensation Board. If the dete~nation of the Workers'
Compensation Board is that the injury or sickness did not arise during the course 'of
employment, then the waiting period leave shall be charged against accumulated leave or, if no
accumulated leave exists, shall be paid back to the Employer by the Employee. A
determination by the Workers' Compensation Board as to whether or not an injury or sickness
arose in the course of employment shall be final and conclusive as to the Employer and the
Employee, subject to the right of judicial review. Before allowing any such leave with pay, the
Sheriff may require proof of the nature of the occupational injury or disease and proof of the
Employee's inability to return to work during this initial period. In addition, the Sheriff may
require a physical examination, paid by the Employer, as a condition' precedent to the
Employee's return to work. Should the examination not occur with ten (10) working days, the
Employee will be placed back on the payroll, and in .the discretion of the Employer, be required
to return to work. The purpose of the examination is to establish that the Employee is able to
perform his own normal duties and that his return to work will not jeopardize his own health
and safety or that of his fellow Employees. An Employee on Workers' Compensation leave as
approved the Workers' Compensation Board should not be deemed off the payroll for the
purpose. of the definition of the TERMS ADJUSTED BENEFIT DATE, AND ADJUSTED
LONGEVITY OR INCREMENT DATE AS SET FORTH IN ARTICLE I HEREOF.
Section 10. Leave of Absence Without Pay
The Sheriff may, upon recommendation of a unit head, authorize. a leave of absence, without
pay, for a specified period of time not to exceed one (1) year. All such )eaves may, with the
.
concurrence of the Employer, be terminated prior to their expiration.
Section 11. Child Care Leave
Upon request, immediately following the birth or adoption of a child, an Employee shall be
granted a leave of absence without pay for a period of six (6) months, which may be extended for an
additional six (6) ~onth period upon the recommendation of a unit head and approval of the Sheriff.
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Section 12. Emergency FirelDisaster Leave
Leave with pay shall be provided to duly appointed volunteer fire fighters or members of
volunteer ambulance rescue squads who must leave their jobs for an emergency, at the request of the
commanding officer of the unit, or who are late for work because of involvement in a fire or rescue.
operation.
Section 13. Bereavement Leave
An Employee shall be granted three (3) consecutive working days off with pay commencing
within one week of a death in his family. For the purpose of this Section, the tenn "family" means an
Employee's spouse, parents, children, stepchildren, grandchildren, grandparents, siblings, mother-in-
law, or father-in-law.
Section 14. Conference" Training Session Leaves
The Sheriff or his designee shall have full authorization and discretion to authorize attendance
at in-service training sessions, conventions, meetings, educational courses and similar endeavors. No
additional compensation shall be given for these activities, except that mandatory in-service training
shall be compensated as provided in Article X (10) of this Agreement.
ARTICLE vm
HEALTH INSURANCE: DENTAL and RETIREMENT PLANS
Section 1. Health Insurance for Current Emplovees
(a) The Employer shall participate in a health insurance plan for the benefit of its Employees and
their famili~s. This plan shall provide coverage which is the same as the coverage provided by
the Dutchess County Government Employee Health Benefit Plan, a self- insured plan, as it
existed on January 1, 1997, including hospitalization, a major medical plan, presCription drug
coverage and a point of service network as described in the summ~ plan description dated
September, 1996; however, such coverage has previously been modifi~d through the
implementation of mutually acceptable cost containment measures. Effective January 1, 2004:
(i) The Plan shall reimburse twenty (20) mental health outpatient visits per year, forty (40) per
lifetime with a 50% co-payment and a UCR (Usual Customary Reasonable) maximum of$125;
(ii) The prescription drug plan will have a $5 generic drug co-pay, a $10 name brand drug co-
pay when no acceptable generic brand equivalent is available and a $20 name brand drug co-
pay when an acceptable generic drug is available; and (iii) The Plan shall cover physical
examinations with a UCR maximum of $200 and birth control pills ordered through the Mail
Order Program. The Employer shall provide the Union with sixty (60) days written notice of
its intention to change health insurance carriers. Included in the notice will be all relevant
information available concerning the new carrier.
. (b) The Employer shall pay 100% of the premium of such plan for Employees and their families'
hired before November 1, 1979.
(c) Each Employee hired'on or after November 1, 1979 shall contribute 20% of the premium cost
of the Employer insurance plan applicable to the Employee and lor his family.
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(d) Effective January 1, 2004, each Employee hired on or after November 1, 1979, and on/or
before December 31, 2003, shall contribute 15% of the premium cost of the Employer Health
Insurance Plan applicable to the Employeeand/orhis family. . ,
(e) Each Employee hired on or after January 1, 2004, shall contribute 20% of the premium cost of
the Employer insurance plan applicable to the Employee and/or his family.
(f) The Employer reserves their right to review hospitalization for double coverage due to other
family members being employed by the State of New York, or a municipality, school district,
agency, public benefit corporation, or another political subdivision thereof and shall seek
mutua). acceptance with the Union for the purpose of reducing the cost of such double coverage.
(g) 1\11 Employees shall be eligible for health insurance coverage the month following
commencement of their employment with the Employer provided the term of employment is
for six (6) months or more.
(h) As an alternative to the health insurance plan set forth above in Section "l(a)", the Employer
shall offer its Employees the right to participate in the following health maintenance
organizations:
(i) Capital District Physicians' Health Plan (CDPHP) Premier Plan CO-10 with a
$10/20 prescription drug card and Mohawk Valley Physicians (MVP) Health
-:'~ Plan CO-IOwith a $4/7 prescription drug card.
(ii) Effective January 1, 2004, Capital District Physicians' Health Plan (CDPHP)
Premier Plan CO-IS with a $10/20 prescription drug card and Mohawk Valley
Physicians (MVP) Health Plan CO-I5 with' a $5/20 prescription drug card in
place of the CDPHP and MVP Plans referenced above.
(i) The parties agree to investigate mutually acceptable cost containment measures to reduce the
, cost of healthcare.
Section 2. Health Insurance For Retired Employees and Surviving Spouses
(a) Employees who retire from the County are receiving retirement benefits from the New York
State Retirement System and have the County retirement service credit years with the County
government shall have the option to elect contributory health insurance coverage from the
County based on the following schedule: -
~~~'~~~§~QtJ:~Of~~~~t~~~2J~~~]~f~~]~~~~~~:i;'~~~~~~~~~f:~~~~~;[~j~~~~H~~~~i,~~~!~i~;jm~fW~~~r~~ j~"Q;%
(b) Surviving spouses receiving health msurance coverage through a retired Employee as described
above shall have the option to continue either individual or dependent health insurance
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coverage with the County on a contributory'basis. The County will pay 50% towards the cost
of individual coverage. The surviving spouse shall pay the balance of the individual coverage
premium cost. In the eve~t the surviving spouse elects dependent coverage, the surviving
spouse shall be responsible for the total cost of dependent coverage. .
(c) This Section took effect for Employees retiring after final ratification of the Agreement for the
tenn January 1, 1993,throughDecember31, 1999. ' "
.Section 3. Dental Plan
(a) The Employer shall contribute $44.00 per month for a dental plan for each eligibleEmployee.
(b) All Employees appointed to permanent positions shall be eligible for dental plan coverage after
sixty (60) days following the end of the first month of their employment, provided the term of
their employmentis for six (6) months or more. < ,
(c) The Employer reserves the right to review dental insurance for double coverage due to other
family members being employed by the State of New York, or a municipality, school district,
agency, public benefit corporation or another political subdivision thereof and shall seek
mutual acceptance with the Union for the purpose of reducing the cost of such double coverage.
Section 4. Retirement Plans
The Employer shall continue to participate in the retirement plan provided in Sections 75-g and
41(j) of the New York State Retirement and Social Security Law, as in effect in 1973. In addition, the
Employer shall continue to participate in a retirement plan provided in Section' 60(b) of the New York
State Retirement and Social Security Law.' The Employer will continue to provide benefits to those
Employees eligible under Section 89-a of the New York State Retirement and Social Security Law.
The Employer shall continue t9 participate in the New York State Retirement and Social Security Law
special retirement option Section 89-p.
Section 5. Vision Plan
The Employer shall contribute to the Union vision account $130.00 annually per Employee
with family coverage, and $100.00 annually per Employee with individual coverage. The payment
shall be made in a lump sum, based on the Employee population in permanent authorized positions as
of January 1st of that year. Payment will be made to the Union by January 31stof each year.
Section 6. DCSEA Welfare Trust Fund
(a) Effective January 1,2004, the funds to be paid to the Union pursuant to Sections 3 and 5 above,
shall be deemed Welfare Trust Payments. The Union, subject to the conditions set forth below,
may use such funds to provide such dental and ,vision benefits, if any, as it deems appropriate,
and in its. discretion, shall use those funds, not otherwise so committed, to provide other
benefits for Employees.
(b) The monies so paid t6 the Welfare Trust Fund shall be used solely for the purchase of insurance
which shall be designated by the Trustees of the Welfare Trust Fund for any and all members
of the Unit and such benefits shaJ.Ibe applied equally to each Employee.
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(c) No Employee sh311be discriminated against with regard to receipt of benefits from the Welfare
Trust Fund, it being understood that the insurance carriers involved shall be solely responsible
for detennining eligibility.
(d) The Union shall indemnify and hold the Employer hannless regarding any claims ~d suits
pertaining to the Welfare Trust Fund, including legal fees and other expenses and costs
. inCUITedin defending such claims and suits in any forum, and any judgments or awards
resulting therefrom. The Employer's sole obligation under this Section is to make the
payments provided herein to the Union Welfare Trust Fund.
ARTICLE IX
TENURE
Section 1. Ri2hts or Non-Competitive and Labor Classes
Pennanent Employees in the non-competitive and labor classes shall be granted rights pursuant
to Section 75 of the Civil Service Law upon completion of twelve (12) months continuous and
satisfactory service.
ARTICLE X
MISCELLANEOUS
Section 1. Tuition Payments
The Employer agrees to reimburse tuition payments at Dutchess Community College, BOCES,
local high school evening divisions, public secondary institutions, or at any college or university (if the
. course is not available at Dutchess. Community College), for Employees who have taken and
successfully complete job-related courses, which will. improve the skills of such Employees.
Reimbursement shall be subject to approval of a committee composed of the Sheriff: plus two (2)
memb~rs of management appointed by the Sheriff and two (2) Employees appointed by the Union. All
applications for tuition payment reimbursement shall be submitted on or before dates determined by
the committee, which shall meet five times annually to review and act upon such applications. During
each contract year, the total of all approved annual tuition payment reimbUrsements shall not exceed
$9,500.00. To be eligible for payments hereunder, an Employee must have completed the requisite
probationaryperiod. .
Section 2. Out-or-County Travel: Conference Attendance: Reimbursement
Authorization by the unit head, subject to approval by the Sheriff, of all out-of-county travel or
attendance at conferences, in-service training sessions, or other meetings is required. No additional
compensation shall be paid to Employees for out-of-county travel or attendance at these conferences,
training sessions or meetings. Reimbursement for 'actual and necessary expenses incUITedshall be paid
upon the .submission of vouchers within thirty (30) days after incUITence of the expense and uPQn
approval by the Employee's supervisor. Allowable expenses include mileage, food, lodging, tools,
conference and tuition fees. Receipts for all expenses except mileage are required. However, payment
for meals may be made without a receipt in the following amounts: .
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Breakfast:
Lunch:
Dinner:
, ,
$3.50;
$5.00;
$9.75.
Time limits on meals will be as follows:
Breakfast' Time of departure before 7:00 a.m., time of return after 11:00 a.m.;
Lunch Time of departure before 11:00 a.m., time of return after 2:00 p.m.;
Dinner Time of departure before 4:00 p.m., time ofretum after 8:00 p.m.
The Employer will reimburse the Employee within thirty (30) days of receipt of voucher in acceptable
form and will provide a copy of the voucher to the Employee.
Section 3. Mileage,
, Employees required and authorized by their unit head to use their personal vehicle on County
business shall be reimbursed a mileage allowance payment of $.30 per mile, upon submission of a
voucher in the appropriate form.
Section 4. Uniforms and Equipment.
Each new Employee shall receive an initial issue of uniforms and equipment as set forth in the
annexed Appendix "F". Thereafter, each Employee will receive replacement articles as needed, for
any items damaged or worn out during the course of duty.
Section 5. Promotion.
In the filling of promotional vacancies, it is the Employer's policy to give primary significance
to the Employee's performance appraisal. It is also the Employer's policy to give significant
consideration to the length of service an Employee has given to the Employer, reserving to itself the
right tO'makesuch promotional appointmentsin its own discretion. .
Section 6. Health and Safety of Work Locations
'PIe Employer agrees to ,maintain all work locations in as safe and sanitary condition as is
reasonable and practicable taking into account the nature of the Employer's mission.
Section 7. Curtailment of Services: Contracting Out
(a) .Curtailment of Services. In the event the Employer decides it is necessary to curtail the
sen1ces of Employees, it will negotiate with the Union the impact of such curtailment. If the
Employer decreases the workforce in the Unit, the Employer will abide by the Civil Service
Law in the layoff of competitive class Employees. For the non-competitive and labor class
Employees; the Employer shall give affected. Employees at least two (2) weeks advance notice
of layoff, and layoff in inverse order of their seniority in the affected job title(s). A non-
competitive or'labor class Employee on layoff shall be offered re-employment by seniority in
his prior job title for a period of two' (2) years from the date of his layoff. If the Employee
'refuses the recall, he will be removed from the recall list.
(b) Contracting Out. The Employer will not exercise its right to contract work out if the result of
'contracting out is the layoff or discharge of then existing Employees. However, if the
Employer determines it has a need to contract out services that would cause, the layoff of
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Employees, the Employer and the Union will discuss such contracting out in order-to attempt to
resolve the issue mutually, and, if mutually agreed, the Employer may proceed with such
contracting out.
Section 8. Vehicle Maintenance .
A vehicle maintenance schedule will be maintained providing for periodic safety checks
including, but not limited to, brake inspection, wheel balancing and alignment, tire and steering
checks. .
Section 9. Firearms .
Employees whose duties require the use of a firearm, as determined by the Sheriff, will be
issued such firearm in good working condition. Employees may utilize their own personal firearm in
lieu of the aforementioned with the permission of the Sheriff.
All such Employees shall qualify with a fireann before being allowed to carry or to receive a
fireann. After initial qualification, Emp~oyees shall be required to maintain qualification on a.
quarterly basis. The Sheriff will provide sufficient ammunition per Employee for monthly practice.
Monthly practice will be mandatory with standards to be established by the Sheriff and the Range
Officer and no such Employee will be exempt from such practice. For the purpose of this Section,
fireann shall be defined as handgun or shoulder weapon. .
Section 10. In-Service Training
_ All Employees in the Unit shall receive continuous documented in-service training or other
training established or approved by the Sheriff.
Section 11. Past Practice
The parties agree that the tenn past practice shall mean a condition of employment existing on
or prior to the effective date of this Agreement, but not addressed by the ter.qls of this Agreement,
provided to an Employee or a group or class of Employees as a matter of practice by the Employer.
The parties further agree that there shall be no past practices created after the effective date of this
Agreement; that if a tenn or condition of employment is not aadressed in this Agreement, it shall not
be considered binding on the Employer.
Section 12. Flex 125 Plan
(a) The Employer will offer a Flex 125 Plan to those Employees who contribute toward their
health or dental insurance coverage, said Plan to be used to offset premium costs. Employees
must submit a written request to the Finance Department during the open enrollment period
electing the option and authorizing the Employer to process contributions as pre-tax deductions
pursuant to the Internal Revenue Service rules and regulations.
. .
(b) Future elections to a Flex 125 Plan may. only be made during the anpual open enrollment
'period, except that new Employees may elect to.participate in a Flex 125 Plan at the same time
they elect health coverage.
.
(c) Changes in election must be made in confonnance with Internal Revenue Service rules and
regulations, or the Employee will assume responsibility for any and all penalties which may be
assessed by the Internal Revenue Servi~~.
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(d) Continuation or modification of the Flex 125 Plan is subject to change depending upon Internal
Revenue Service rules and regulations.
.(e) Notification of the open enrollment period will be forwarded to the .Union President for
posting.
Section 13. Flexible Spending Plan
(a) The Employer will continue to offer a flexible spending plan to Employees to be used to offset
qualifying costs for dependent day care, elder care and handicapped care by allowing
Employees to convert a portion of their earnings on' a pre-tax basis into separate spending
accounts to fund allowable dependent care expenses. Employees must submit a written request
to the Finance Department electing the option and authorizing the Employer to process their
contribution as pre-tax deductions pursuant to the Internal Revenue Service rules and
regulations.
(b) Future elections to a flexible spending plan may be made annually during an election period
designated by the Commissioner of Finance, except that new Employees may elect to
participate during a period specified by Internal Revenue Services rules and regulations.
(c) Changes in election must be made in conformance .with Internal Revenue Service rules and
regulations, or the Employee will assume responsibility for any and all penalties which may be
assessed by the Internal Revenue Service.
(d) Continuation or modification of the flexible spending plan is subject to change depending upon
Internal Revenue Service rules and regulations.
Section 14. Training Reimbursement
The following training reimbursement standards shall apply:
(i) If an Employee leaves after his initial training within one (1) year after his date
" of hire, he will have a reimbursement obligation for training costs (salary and
tuition, travel expenses, meal expenses, etc.) to a maximum of $7,000.00.
(ii) If an Employee leaves after his initial training within two (2) years of his date of
hire, he will have a reimbursement obligation for training costs (salary and
tuition, travel expenses, meal expenses, etc.) to a maXimum of $3,500.00.
(iii) An Employee who receives two (2) weeks or less of specialized training will
have reimbursement obligation of $500.00 ifhe leaves within two (2) months.
(iv) An Employee who receives more than two (2) weeks of specialized training will
have a reimbursement obligation of $1,000.00 if he leaves within nine (9)
months from the completion date of the trainiD.g.
. .
..
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Section 15. General Municipal Law §207-c Procedure
The application and benefit award process for General Municipal Law §207-c benefits is set
forth in Appendix "G".
. Section 16. Payroll Reports.
.
The County will provide the Union President or his designee a copy of the "kick out" payroll
list each payroll period.
Section. 17. Direct Deposit
The County will offer. direct deposit for Employee paychecks, subject to the following
restrictions:
(a) The implementation oftbis program is subject to a single Dutchess County bank, designated by
the County, willing to act as an originating Depository Financial Institution for banks within
the County who accept direct deposit relationships and are permitted to receive municipal
deposits.
(b) The County's only responsibility shall be. to comply. with normal banking .clearing house
requirements to make paycheck funds available for direct deposit on payday mornings.
(c) Each Employee must elect direct deposit of his entire net check to a singl~ banking institution if
direct deposit option is chosen. If a problem occurs with a paycheck, it will not be con-ected
until the next paycheck.
(d) The County shall not be responsible for any fees or processing charges required to ensure direct
deposit of paychecks. Any and all fees or processing charges will be borne by the Employee
electing the direct deposit option. .
(e) The County shail not be responsible for bank postings or accounting records in any Employee's
account, even if an Employee changes banking options. Employees will be responsible for any
charges as a result of insufficient funds or late transfer of funds.
(f) Changes to a previously elected direct deposit option may be made on a monthly basis.
Changes will be effective the first full payroll period of the following month, provided the
change request is received by the Finance Department by the 5th of the previous month. The
County shall be responsible to ensure that Employee elected changes are sent through normal
banking procedures. .
Section 18. Contract Distribution
The Union and its representatives shall be responsible for the distribution of the contract to all
Unit members. The expense of printing the Agreement shall first be borne by the Union, second by the
Employer, and will continue alternating with each successive Agreement.
Section 19. Distribution of Policies
The County will provide the Union President or his designee with copies of any changes in
departmental policy.
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Section 20" Personnel Records
(a) Each Employee shall have the right to see his office and/or County personnel record at any time
upon at least one business day's written request and shall have the right to reply in writing to
anything contained therein. Review of the record must be made in the presence of a Sheriffs
designee. Any such reply must be inserted into the Employee's personnel record.
(b) Upon receipt of a written request to the Sh~riff, an.Employee shall be furnished with a photo static
reproductionof anymaterialin his personnelrecordat a cost of 25 centsper page.
.
ARTICLE XI
GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE
Section 1. Definitions
As used herein, the following terms shall have the following meanings:
(a) "Grievant" shall mean an Employee alleging a grievance.
(b) "Grievance" means, except when an alternate remedy is provided by law, a claimed violation,
misinterpretation, or misapplication of the terms of this Agreement, the rights claimed
thereunder, or a past practice as limited in Article X(II), except that decisions regarding
reclassification or reallocation pursuant to Article XIV shall not be subject to the grievance
procedure.
(c) "Immediate Supervisor" shall mean the Employee or Officer on the next higher level of
authority above the grievant in the Unit wherein the grievance exists, who normally assigns or
supervises the grievant's work and approves his time record or evaluates his work performance.
(d) ~'Decisio~" shall mean the recommendation or ruling on, or disposition of a grievance made by
an immediate supervisor, the Sheriff or the County Executive.
(e) "Days" shall mean all days other than Saturdays, Sundays, and legal holidays. Saturdays,
Sundays and legal holidays shall be excluded in computing the number of days within which
actionmust be taken or notice given within the terms of this Section.
.
Section 2. Declaration of Basic Principle
Every grievant shall have the right to present his grievance in accordance with the procedures
provided herein, free from interference, coercion, restraint, discrimination or reprisal, and shall have
the right to elect to be represented by a person of his own choosing, at no cost to the Employer, at all
stages of the grievance procedure. The Union shall have the right to be present at every stage of the
grievanceproced:ure.
.'
Section 3. Initial Presentation
(a) Grievant must present his grievance to ~s immediate supervisor, in writing, in accordance with
paragraph (d) hereof, within twenty (20) working days after the grounds for the grievance occur
or tbe grievance shall be deemed time':barred and shall be reje~~~d. In the case where the
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grounds for the gne~ance are continuing, relief may be appljed retroactively only for twenty
(20) working days prior to the commencement of the grievance.
. I
(b) The immediate supervisor shall discuss the grievance with the grievant, make such
investigation as he deems appropriate and consult with his superiors to such extent as they
deem appropriate, all on an infonnal basis.
(c) Within five (5) days after presentation of the grievance, the immediate supervisor shall make
his recommendation and transmit same, in writing, to the grievant or his representative and the
unit head.
(d) The grievance shall consist of a written statement signed by the grievant containing the
following:
(1). The name, residential address and department of employment of the grievant.
(2).The name and department of employment of each other Employee or official involved in
the grievance.
(3).The name and address of the Employee's representative, if any, and his department of
employment if he is a fellow Employee. .
(4). A concise statement of the nature of the grievance, the facts relating to it, including, without
limitation, the time and date it arose.
Section 4. Second Stage
(a) If a grievant is not satisfied with the recommendation made by his immediate supervisor, he
may within five (5) days thereafter, request a review and determination of his grievance by the
Sheriff Such request shall be made. in writing and shall be served upon the Sheriff Thereafter,
and within five (5) days after receiving such request, the Sheriff may request the immediate
supervisor to submit a written statement of his infonnation concerning the specific nature of the
grievance and facts.relating to it.
(b)' The Sheriff may, and, at the request of the grievant, shall hold an information hearing within
ten (10) days after receiving the written request and statement ITomthe grievant. The grievant,
and his representative, if any, may appear at the hearing and present oral or written statements
or arguments.
(c) Within ten (10) days .after the close of the hearing, or within ten (10) days after the grievance
has been submitted to him if there is no hearing, the Sheriff shall make his recommendation in
writing and serve the same on the grievant,"the grievant's representative, if any, and the County
:Executive.
Section 5. Third Stage
(a) The grievant may appeal. the recommendation of the Sheriff within ten (10) days after notice of
such recommendation. The appeal shall be taken by submitting to the County Executive a
written statement signed by the grievant.
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(b) The County Executive may request the Sheriff to submit within ten (10) days a written
statement of facts, including a summary of the record of the hearing, if there was a hearing, and
the original or a true copy of any other record or document used by the Sheriff in making his
decision. .
(c) The County Executive shall hold a hearing within ten (10) days after receiving the written
request for review. He shall give at least five (5) day's notice in writing of the time and place
of such hearing to the grievant, or the grievant's representative, if any, and the Sheriff: all of
~hom shall be entitled to be present at the hearing.
. .
(d) The hearing may be adjourned from time to time by the County Executive for a total of no
more than ten (10) days, or by mutual consent of the parties.
..'
(e) The County Executive shall not be bound by the formal rules of evidence.
(f) A written summary shall be kept of each hearing held and shall be provided to the Union upon
request.
. (g) The County Executiveshall make his report in writing within fifteen (15) days after the close of
the hearing. He shall immediately file his report and send a copy of the same to the grievant, or
the grievant's representative, if ~y~'.aD.dthe Sheriff. The report shall include a statement of the
County Executive's finding of fact, conclusions and recommendations.
Section 6. Fourth Stage
If the Union is dissatisfied with the decision of the County Executive, the Union may within
twenty (20) working days submit any gnevance under this Agreement to binding arbitration under the
rules of the American Arbitration Association, at equal expenses to both parties.
Section 7. Waiver or Extension of Time: Time for Discussions and Hearings
(a) The time limitations for presentation and resolution of grievances as provided herein may be
waived or extended by mutual agreement of the parties involved.
(b) No Employee organization other than the Union will be allowed to initiate or represent a
. grievant in the processing of grievances.
. (c) All proceedings pursuant to this Article shall be held, to the extent practicable, during regular
working hours.
ARTICLE XII
UNION RIGHTS' AND OBLIGATIONS
Section 1. Union Representatives
The Employer recognizes the right of the Employees to designate specific representatives of the
Union to appear on their behalf to discuss salaries, working conditions, grievances and disputes as to
the terms and conditions of this Agreement and to visit Employees during working hours, subject to
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work requirements of the Sheriff. The Union representatives shall consist of the following: twelve
(12) representatives who shall be the sole representatives of the Union authorized to carry out such
duties. A listing of representatives shall be given to the Sheriff. Time required for such representation
must be reported to the Sheriff on a weekly basis. Such representatives shall be permitted to appear at
public hearings before the County Legislature. Only representatives designated by the Union President
.
shall be permitted a reasonable amount of time free from regular duties to fulfill thei~obligations.
Section 2. Release Time for Union President
The Union President or designee shall receive twelve (12) hours weekly release time to conduct
Union business.
Section 3. Union Delegates
Certain representatives of the Union shall be allowed time off with pay and without charge to
accumulated leave time' for the purpose of attending membership executive board meetings. The
Union shall notify the Sheriff of the Employees designated as representatives. At least one (1) week
prior to a meeting, the Union shall notify the Sheriff, in writing, of the date, time, place and purpose of
the meeting, and shall identify the indiVidual representatives for whom time off is requested. The
Sheriff reserves the right to deny the time off request with regard to any individual Employee if the
Sheriff detennines that his presence is required for the proper functioning of the department. An
aggregate total of twenty five (25) days shall be allowed per calendar year for this purpose.
Section 4. Personnel Chan~es
The Commissioner of Personnel, upon receipt of the Personnel Change form, will deliver one
copy to the Union.
Section 5. Job Specifications
.
Upon req~est, the Commissioner of Personnel shall furnish to the Union President .and the
affected Employee a copy of his class specification and duties under the job title in which he is
einployed. Every new Employee shall automatically receive a copy of. said specification and duties
upon hiring. In the event that any claSs specification is subsequently changed, e'ach Employee so
affected will receive a copy of the change. Employees will not be required to work outside of their
class specifications against their wish except in the case of an emergency.
Section 6. Union Notices
The Union shall have the right to post notices and other communications on bulletin boards
maintained on the premises and facilities of the Employer, subject to the approval of the contents of
such notices and communications by the Employer.
Section 7. I.D. Cards
The Sheriff will issue laminated identification cards to all Employees which will contain at
least the following: The Employee's picture,. the Employee's job title, and the card's date of .
expiration. It shall be printed in a manner which shall be easy to read.
Section 8. Appointments
. Background investigations will be completedbefore appointmentsare made.
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Section 9. Investigations
It shall be the duty of Employees to cooperate fully and completely with departmental
investigations of Employee performance. Failure to cooperate may in and of itself be the basis of a
disciplinary action; however, the Employee shall be entitled to the following rights and privileges
relative to proper disciplinary investigations:
(a) The Employee shall not be questioned relative to any specific"complaint unless advised as to
the nature of said complaint, and whether or not the Employee is being questioned as a witness
or possible suspect of adisciplinary action.
(b) If an Employe"e is a suspect in a disciplinary action, the Employee will not be disciplined for
failure to answer any questions unless allowed ample opportunity to consult with an attorney.
and/or Union representative.
Section 10. Payroll
The Employer will provide the Union with a copy of the last payroll in each calendar quarter as
soon as it becomes available.
ARTICE XIII
MANAGEMENT RIGHTS
The Employer retains the right to manage its business affairs and services and to direct the
working force, including the right to decide the number and location of its business and service
operations; the business and service operations to be conducted and rendered; the control and condition
of the buildings, real estate, materials, vehicles, parts, tools, machinery and all equipment which may
be used in the operation of its business or supplying its services; to determine whether and to what
extent the work required in operating its business and supplying its services shall be performed by
Employees covered by this Agreement; to maintain order and efficiency in all its departments and
operations, including the right" to discipline, suspend and discharge Employees for cause; to hire,
layoff, assign, promote and determine the qualifications of Employees; to determine the starting and
quitting time and the number of hqurs to be worked. ""
The rights of the Employer listed above are not all-inclusive, but indicate the type of matters or
rights which belong to and are inherent in the Employer. Any and all right, powers, and authority the
Employer had prior to entering this Agreement are retained by the Employer except as specifically and
lawfully abridged, or modified by this Agreement. "
Nothing in this Agreement shall be construed as delegating to others the authority conferred by
law on any official of the Employer, or in any way reducing or abridging such authority, but this
Agreement shall be construed as requiring said officials of the Employ~r"to. follow the procedures and
policies herein: described, to the extent they are applicable, in the exerCise of the authority conferred
upon them by law.
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ARTICLE XIV
CLASSIFICATION AND ALLOCATION PROCEDURE
Section 1. Definitions
(a)(1) Classification as defined in the Civil Service.Law means and includes the process by which
a Class Title is assigned to a set of specified duties and responsibilities.
(2) Reclassification is the process of changing the Class Title or JurisdictiQnal Class (assigned to
a specific set of duties and responsibilities) to another Class Title in order to better describe
the assigned duties and responsibilities.
(3) Reclassification may result in a change to a different Class Title allocated to a lower job
group, the same job group or a higher group.
(b)(l) Allocation is the process of assigning a new Class Title to a salary range.
(2) Reallocation is the process of assigning an existing Class Title to another salary range in
order to effect more equitable and appropriate payment for the assigned duties and
responsibilities.
(3) Reallocation may result in a change to a lower or higher salary range.
Section 2. General
(a) All authorized positions c<?veredby this Agreement shall be classified, in accordance with law,
by the Commissioner of Personnel using appropriate classification techniques as recommended
by the New York State Department of Civil Service.
(b) All Class Titles covered by this Agreement shall be allocated to a job group in accordance with
the Employer's system for position allocation, the application of which shall result in each
Class Title being assigned to a specific job group (salary range), subject to Legislative
approval, if required.
(c) The Employer reserves the right to reclassify or reallocate any title, subject to Legislative
approval, if required, and notwithstanding any other provisions of this Agreement.
(d) No Employee shall be employed in or appointed to any title not appropriate to the duties to be
perfonned as defined in the Class Specification for that title and interpreted by the"
Commissioner of Personnel, except as provided by Section 61 of the Civil Service Law.
(e) The Comririssioner of Personnel shall discuss with the Union the criteria being used for
classification, reclassification, allocation and reallocation decisions. The Commissioner shall
receive and give serious consideration to any and all recommendations made by the Unio~ with
respect to such criteria.
Section 3. Reclassification and Reallocation
(a) Any Employee, after a reasonable attempt to discuss the matter with the Sherif£: may request in
writing that the Personnel Department study the duties of the Employee's position in order to
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, ,
-detemrine its proper Class Title and/or allocation (salary range). The Personnel Department
shall initiate such study within thirty (30) days of the 'receipt of the request, except in the event
that a department-wide or occupational series-wide Classification and Allocation Survey
covering the Employee's position is planned within the next twelve (12) months. The Personnel
Department shall complete an individual position review witPin sixty (60) working days after
the Employee submits the official form describing the duties and responsibilities to his
supervisor.
(b) Any Employee, after a reasonable attempt to discuss the ma~er with the Sheriff: may request a
review of a specific duty to determine whether or not it is out of title work for the Class Title
presently held by the Employee. Such request shall be submitted in writing to the Sheriff and
the Commissioner of Personnel. The Commissioner of Personnel shall issue a detennination
within fifteen (15) working days of the receipt of such request.
(c) The Sheriff may also request a review of a position or of a specific duty assigned to a position,
or may request a dePartment-wide or occupational series-wide Classification and Allocation
Study. The Commissioner of Personnel reserves the right to initiate any survey he deems
necessary notwithstanding any other provision of this Article. The Commissioner of Personnel
shall notify the Union of any surveys being initiated by him. The Personnel Department shall
issue notice of proposed Reclassification or Reallocation to the Employees with six (6) months
after the date the Personnel Department initiated the survey. Upon completion of a survey, the
Commissioner of Personnel shall provide a copy of the survey to the Union within ten (10)
days.
(d) No Employee whose salary is increased by such Reclassification or Reallocation shall have any
claim against the Employer for the difference, if any, between th~ salary of the position under
, the old title and that of the new positionunder the new title for any period prior to the date such
changein scalebecomes legally effective. .
(e) Upon the finalization and adoption of a determination made pursuant to this Article, the matter
will be closed for a minimum of twelve (12) months or until there is a substantial change in the
duties and responsibilities of the position as determined by the Commissioner of Personnel.
Section 4. Reclassification and Reallocation Appeals
(a) All appeals shall be conducted by the Commissioner of Personnel in accordance Jith the New
York State Civil Service Law and the Dutchess County Rilles for the Classified Civil Service.
Any Employee may appeal a determination made by the Personnel Department. Employees
making such appeal may be represented by the Union or by another person of their choosing.
Employees and the Union are free to present any evidence in relation to an appeal to the
Commissioner of Personnel. The Commissioner shall notify Employees, at the time of Notice
of Proposed Reclassification or Reallocation, of their right to appeal and of the proper.
procedure to make an appeal. .
(b) An Employee who wishes to appeal a decision shall have ten (10) working days from the
receipt of Notice of Proposed Reclassification or Reallocation to file a written request for such
and the reasons therefor. The Commissioner of Personnel shall then schedule the appeal within
twenty (20) working days. Upon hearing the appeal, the Commissioner of Personnel shall issue
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his final determiIiation within ten (10) working days and shall communicate such in writing to
all affected parties. The final decision shall then be submitted to the Budget Director and the
appropriate Legislative Committee for action at the next timely convened Legislative session.
Section 5. Effective Dates
(a) The effective date of all classifications and reclassifications shall be determined by the
Commissioner of Personnel in accordance with law.
(b) The effective date of all allocations and reallocations shall be determined by the Legislature, if
required by law. .
ARTICLE XV
LABOR-MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE
There shall be a labor-management committee consisting of three (3) representatives of the
Employer and three (3) representatives of the Union who shall meet at least monthly to discuss and
make reasonable effort to recommend resolution of matters of mutual interest.'
ARTICLE XVI
IMPLEMENTATION.
IT IS AGREED BY AND BETWEEN THE PARTIES THAT ANY PROVISION OF THIS
AGREEMENT REQUIRING LEGISLATIVE ACTION TO PERMIT IMPLEMENTATION BY
AMENDMENT OF LAW OR BY PROVIDING THE ADDITIONAL FUNDS THEREFOR, SHALL
NOT BECOME EFFECTIVE UNTIL THE APPROPRIATE LEGISLATIVE BODY HAS GIVEN
APPROVAL. .
ARTICLE 'XVII
NON-DISCRIMINATION
The Employer and the Union shall cany out their obligations under this contract in' a manner
which will be fair and impartial to all Employees and shall not discriminate against any Employee by
reason of age, sex, nationality, race or creed.
ARTICLE xvm
SAVINGSCLAUSE
Should any provision of this Agreement be rendered Qr declared invalid or illegal by reason of
any existing or subsequently' enacted legislation or by any decree pf a court of competent jurisdiction
or other authorized government~ agency, such invalidation of such part or portions of this Agreement
shall not invalidate or affect the remaining provisions of this Agreement, which shall remain in full
force and effect. With respect to the provisions which are declared invalid or illegal, either party may
request negotiation.
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ARTICLE XIX
SCOPE
The parties acknowledge that during the negotiations which preceded this Agreement each had
the unlimited right and opportunity to make demands and proposals with respect to any subject or
matter, and that the understandings and agreements arrived at by the parties after the exercise of that
right and opportunity are set forth in this Agreement. This Agreement, includiIig its appendices
attached hereto, concludes all collective bargaining between the parties during the term thereo~ and
con~tj.tutesthe sole, entire and existing Agreement between the parties hereto, and supersedes all prior
Agreements and undertakings, oral and written, express or implied, or practices (except past practices'
as defined in Article X[14] of this Agreement), between the Employer and the Union or the Employees
it represents, and expresses all obligations and restrictions imposed on each of the respective parties
during its terms.
ARTICLE XX
DURATION
Except as otherwise specifically provided in this Agreement, this Agreement shall be effective
January 1, 2002 through December 31,2006.
ARTICLE XXI
ZIPPER CLAUSE
The parties acknowledge that this Collective Bargaining Agreement, incorporatin~ the -.
provisions of the Memorandum of Agreement dated November 3,2003, which resulted in this contract,
constitutes the full and complete agreement by and between the parties and concludes all collective
bargaining and supercedes all prior agreements. The parties agree that any provisions of this
Agreement may only be amended, modified or supplemented at any time by mutual written agreement
of the ,parties. This provision shall not apply to any benefits, which are, or may be, mandated by State
or Federal law.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have executed this
written.
Dated: ~~ :25;&2003
COUNTY OF DUTCHESS DUTCHESS COUNTY SHERIFF'S
EMPLOYEES ASSOCIATION
-
BY:~~
T d Mikus,President .
By:
1fY(},
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)
COUNTY OF DUTCHESS)
,.L/I? I'On this~ 7 day of /Jo~~mb!~, 2003, before me, the
undersigned, a Notary Public in and for said State, personally appeared
ADRIAN H. ANDERSON, personally known to me or proved to JDe
on the basis of satisfactory evidence to be the individual whose name is
subscribed to the within instrument and acknowledged to.m,e that he
executed the same ~er capacity, and that by his signature on the
instrument, the indi~ual or the person upon behalf of which the
individual acted, executed the instrument.
STATE OF NEW YORK
SS:
iLe~ 4P fJuiNotaryPUb'c
VICKIED. BYRD
Notary Public, State of New York
. Reg. No. 4788650
Qualified In Dutchess County !5CommissionExpiresNov.30,20A-
)
)
COUNTYOF DUTCHESS)
Onthisa5 daYOf~003,beforeme,the
undersigned, a Notary Public in and for said State, personally appeared
WILLIAM R. STEINHAUS, personally known to me or proved to me
on the basis of satisfactory evidence to be the individual whose name is
subscribed to the within instrument and acknowledged to me that he
executed the same in hislher capacity, and that by his signature on the
instrument, the individual or the person upon behalf of which the
individual acted, executed the instrument.
STATE OF NEW YORK
SS:
~j).~ .
. .. ,I: OHLMANNotary bc S07.AN:\. ~:'. . .,r~~w York;,
:1\' S;..\ ~ I.Nn\ar~' .':' ,,:. \
;'4"
\12660
1.\. .
':' .. jl~s'; ("oun~,
0l1~I' ".'.' ..' 1(>8/20 ~Commis:,,,;I, i.lc:-...-
STATE OF NEW YORK. )
. )
COUNTY OF DUTCHESS)
On this t25' day of '£Ir;r,t:/mtt'V, 2003, before me, the
undersigned, a Notary Public in and for said State, personally appeared
TODD MIKUS, personally !mown to me or proved to me on the basis
of satisfactory evidence to be the individual whose name is subscribed
to the within instrument and ac!mowledged to me that he executed the
same in hislher capacity, and that by his signature on the instrument,
the individual or the person upon behalf of which the individual acted,
executed the instrument.
.
SS:
DtJi-,\.},n\ 1"'. ir.r.;'J"\.I'"
Notary Public. State of New York
Reg. # 01TR4889663
Qualified in Ulster County
Commission Expires April 20, 20 g:j..
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APPENJ)IX A -Titles In Bargaining Unit and Hours Worked
Coaection Sergeant
Education Program Coordinator
Electrician I (SH)
Food Service Director
Food Service Helper (SH)
Head Cleaner (SH)
Heating and Ventilating Technician (SH)
Instructional Aide
Instructor (part-time)
Office Assistant (SH)
Program Assistant (SH)
Receptionist (SH) .
Secretary (SH)
Senior Office Assistant (SH)
Senior Program Assistant (SH)
Sheriff Aide
..;0: ,1
35
40
40
40
40
40
35
40
35
40
40
40
40
40
35
40
..:40
. 40)
40
40
35
17.5
35
35
35
35
35
35. , ~: :'
_
:'.::'~
_.v......
...
'.
--: .": ;.':'; :;:~
. j~? .~ ::">")':';~.:':? I)' i~~~'"
:~
:'3 5~' :,':', :;; ,:,.:..' '.. :.:: 7 ';t
Accounting Clerk (SH)
Building Maintenance Mechanic I (SH)
Building Maintenance Mechanic II (SH)
Building Maintenance Mechanic lIT (SH)
Building Maintenance ,Mechanic III (H&V)(SH)
Building Maintenance Supervisor (Coaectional Facility)
. Business Manager (SH)
Carpenter (SH)
Clerk (SH)
Cook (Coaectional Facility)
Cook Manager (Coaectional Facility)
Coaection Lieutenant
Coaection Officer
" w
.
j
..:. .,,'
Transition Counselor
'
..;{:'j
'.
.:'
'I
.
-.
.
.
..'
,.
,"
.""
.
'f ::: .,.i.. : ~...:: ~
""..,
::::.
:'. '...
;:.. i .~.~< ;;:.;;.:; .:;:,i~...;~;'{;vJ
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APPENDIX B -Annual Salary Job Group Allocations
Accounting Clerk (SH)
Building Maintenance Mechanic I (SH)
Building Maintenance Mechanic II (SH)
Building Maintenance Mechanic III (SH)
Building Maintenance Mechanic III (H&V)(SH)
Building Maintenance Supervisor (Correctional Facility)
Business Manager (SH)
Carpenter' (SH)
Clerk (SH)
~ .
.,
.-
Cook (Correctional Facility)
Cook Manager (Correctional Facility)
Correction Lieutenant
Correction Officer
NT
NH
NK
NM
NM
NP
NN
NM
ND
NK
NM
JP
1M
JO
NO
NM
NP
ND
NF
NN
NK
NL
NF
NH
NF
NJ
NH
NJ
NK
NQ
Correction Sergeant
Education Program Coordinator
Electrician I (SH)
Food Service Director.
Food Service Helper (SH)
Head Cleaner (8H)
Heating and Ventilating Technician (SH)
Instructional Aide
Instructor (part-time)
Office Assistant (SH)
Program Assistant (SH)
Receptionist (SH)
Secretary (SH)
Senior Office Assistant (SH)
, Senior Program Assistant (SH)
Sheriff Aide
Transition Counselor
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APPENDIX C -2001 Salary Schedule from Imposition - Correction Officer Series
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APPENDIX C '- 2001 Salary Schedule from Imposition - Civilian Series
Ste 8 AverageP Increment
'~:~iji~~~~~
~~i~l~}:~:,.i~'~X
577
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APPENDIX D.12002 Salary Schedule - Correction Officer Series
Min. Ste 8 Averagep Incrernen
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APPENDIX D.l - 2002 Salary Schedule - Civilian Series
Ste 8' AverageP Increment
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. .
APPENDIX D.2 -2003 Salary Schedule -Correction Officer Series
- MID. Ste 8 Averagep Incremen
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APPENDIX D.2 -2003 Salary Schedule -Civilian Series
Ste 8 AverageP Incremen.
NY 2,974
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APPENDIX D.3 - 2004 Salary Schedule - Correction Officer Series
Min. Ste 8 AverageP Increment
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APPEl\T))!X D.3 - 2004 Salary Schedule - Civilian Series
Step 8 AverageIncremen
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APPENDIX D.4 -2005 Salarv Schedule -Correction Officer Series
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APPENDIX D.4 -2005 Salary Schedule -Civilian Series
Ste 8 AverageP Increment
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APPENDIX D.5 - 2006 Salary Schedule - Correction Officer Series (effective September 1)
Min. Ste 8 AverageP Increment
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. ..
APPENDIX D.5 - 2006 Salary Schedule - Civilian Series (effective September 1)
Ste 8' AverageP Incremen
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JA or NA $721
JB or NB $762
JC or NC' $791
JD or ND $827
JE or 'NE $860
JF or NF $897
JG or NG $938
JH or NH $990
Jl or NI $1,046
JJ or NJ $1,109
JK.or NK. $1,175
JL or NL $1,282
JM or NM $1,416
IN or NN $1,549
JO or NO $1,698
JP or NP $1,846
JQ or NQ $1,991
JR or NR $2,138
JS or NS $2,284.
JT or NT $2,433
m or NU $2,580
N or NY ", $4,340 '
APPENDIX D.6 -LONGEVITY SCHEDULE
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APPENDIX E -Rules for the Administration of the Salary Plan
,
1. New Appointees: A new appointee appointed to a, position in a class shall be paid the
minimum rate paid for the class unless the Commissioner of Personnel, after consultation with the
department head, shall certify to the County Legislature that it is impracticable to recruit at that
particular time for the position at the then minimum salary. The CoUnty Legislature may then
, authorize recruitment at a higher step of the salary scale for such position. When an appointment is
made at such increased minimum, all incumbents of such position receiving less than such recruiting
rate'shall have their salaries brought up to such rate of pay. '
2. Temporarv or Provisional Appointees: An Employee who has been continuously employed
under a temporary or provisional appointment shall, upon appointment on a permanent basis to a
position with the same class title, be credited with the length of time as a provisional or temporary
employee in determining the salary ofms position.
3. Promotions and Voluntary Demotions: When an Employee is promoted to a position in a
higher grade, he shall be placed on that step of the next grade which is closest to the sum of his former
rate plus the average increment step in the new grade. When an Employee elects a voluntary
demotion to a position in a lower grade, he shall be placed on the same increment step in the new grade
as he was on in the former grade.
4. Reassignments: There shall be no immediate change in the salary rate of an Employee
reassigned to a new position unless his salary is below the approved minimum of the new position. If
any Employee is reassigned to a position having a higher sciJ.aryrange than th~ class iTom which he
was reassigned, such change shall be deemed to be a promotion and the legal provisions governing
promotions will apply.
5. Reallocation: When an Employee's position is reallocated or reclas'sified downward, the
Employee shall continue at the same grade and step, receiving increments and longevities as though no
reallocation took place. New Employees hired to this position shall be hired at the new and lower
grade.
'When an Employee's. position is reallocated or reclassified (unless upward reclassification is
deemed a promotion for Civil Service purposes, in which case the promotion role is appli'cable), the
Employee shall be placed on that step of the new grade which is nearest to but higher than his present
salary and shall be entitled to such annual increments an~ longevities which may be due.
6. Reinstatements: A reinstated Employee shall be paid at a salary rate within the approved'
salary range for the position to which he is reinstated, but not in excess of the salary 'received at the
time he vacated his position. If an appointment to a higher level position fails to mature into a
permanent appointment and the Employee is reinstated to his former position without a break in
service, the Employee shall be placed at the step he would have received had he remained in the former
position and had the unit head aw~ded the increments in accordance with the annual review.
7. T emporarv Assignment in Higher Grade Position: An Employee assigned on a temporary
or limited basis to a higher grade position shall receive the minimum of the higher grade position
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during such assignment unless his present rate of pay exceeds such minimum. Under such
circumstances, the Employee will be compensated in accordance with the procedure for promotion
(Rule 3 above).
.
.
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Appendix F - UNIFORM SCHEDULE
1. Individual Items:
CLOTHING
ITEMS
NUMBER
ISSUED
COITection Officer Shirts
Pants
Sweater
Belt
'5
5
1 every 3 years or as needed
1
Building Maintenance Shirts
Pants
Belt
Outside Jacket
5
5
1
1
Food Service Unit Shirts
Pants
Belt (if needed)
Sweatshirt
6
6
1
1 (snap front)
TITLE FOOTWEAR
NUMBER
ISSUED
COITection Officer Shoes
Boots
1 pair
1 pair as an option for
permahent staff Limited to
one pair every two years.
Building Maintenance Shoes 1 pair (steel toed)
Food Service Unit Shoes 1 pair or $50.00 allowance
towards shoes that meet
criteria ) .
2. Pooled Items:
Correction Officers shall be allowed the. use of winter jackets, which shall be available
at the facility. Building Maintenance Employees shall be allowed the use of rainwear, which
shall be available at the facility. In the case of "pooled items" only, the Employer shall be
responsible for cleaning and maintenance, as well as purchase and replacement.
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APPENDIX G -General Municipal Law Section 207-c Procedure
Section 1. Applicability. Section 207-c of the General Municipal Law provides that any
Correction Officer of the Sheriffs Office who is injured in the perfonnance of his duties or who is
taken sick as a result of the perfonnance of his duties so as to necessitate medical or other lawful
remedial treatment, shall be paid by the municipality by which he is employed the full amount of his
regular salary or wages until his disability, arising therefrom has ceased, and, in addition, such
municipality shall be liable for all medical treatment and hospital care necessitated by reason of such
injury or illness.
Section 2. Defmitions. As used herein, the following tenns shall have the following meanings:
(a)
(b)
(c)
"County" shall mean the County of Dutchess.
"Sheriff' shall mean the Sheriff of Dutchess County.
"Claimant" shall mean any sworn Correction Officer of the County of Dutchess who is injured
or taken sick as a result of the perfonnance of his duties so as to necessitate medical or other
lawful or remedial treatment.
"Claims Manager" shall mean a representative of the Director of Risk Management and the
Sheriff who are charged with the responsibility of administering the procedures herein.
"Section.207-c Benefits" shall mean those benefits which are provided by law including the full
amount of the regular salary or wages and medical treatment and hospital care necessitated by
reason of such injury or illness and health insurance, dental insurance, and optical insurance.
Effective January 1, 2004, contributions pursuant to Article VIII, Section 6, shall be made to
the DCSEA Welfare Trust Fund, in place of the dental insurance and optical insurance
referenced above.
"Days" shall mean business days unless otherwise noted.
(d)
(e)
(f)
Procedures~ The following procedures shall regulate the application and benefit award process for
. .
207 -c benefits.
Section 3. Application for Benefits
1. If a Claimant is injured or taken sick as a result of the perfonnance of his duties, Claimant or
Claimant's supervisor shall complete and file a written incident report with the Sheriff or his designee
within 48 hours of the injury or illness or discovery of the injury or illness. The written report shall be
signed by Claimant, if able, and shall act as the application for requesting 207-c eligibility and
benefits. Upon sufficient reason, a late application for 207-c benefits may be accepted in the discretion
of the Sherif£: which shall not be unreasonably denied.
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2. The incident report shall include, to the extent practicable, the following information: .
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
The time, date and place of the incident; .
A detailed statement of the facts surroundingthe incident; .
The nature and extent of Claimant's injury or illness;
The name of any possible witness(es) to the incident; and
The name and address of all of Claimant's treating physicians.
(f) The initial detemrination of eligibility for 207-c benefits shall be'made by the Sheriff or his
designee and shall be made within five (5) days of receipt of the completed application. The'
application shall be submitted to the administrative staff from the Jail Division. The
administrative staff shall have the right to investigate the circumstances of the injury or illness.
Claimant must cooperate with the investigation and provide all information, reports and
documentation necessary for the County to determine the nature of the' illness or injury or
whether the Claimant was injured or taken ill in the performance of duty. Failure,to cooperate
may, in the discretion of the Sheriff, result in the suspension of benefits, which shall not be
unreasonably denied.
4. Claimant shall begin receiving benefits immediately upon filing the application as provided in
Section 3 of this procedure unless an initial detennination that the Claimant is not entitled to benefits
has already been made and the Claimant does not object. These 1;>enefitsshall not be terminated or
interrupted without the benefit of the procedures set forth in Section 10. The receipt of 207-c benefits
shall not be deemed to be an admission that the Claimant is entitled to 207-c benefits.
5. lfthe Claimant is deemed ineligible for benefits, he shall be entitled to a hearing as described in
Section 10. Claimant must file a request for an appeal with the Sheriff within ten (10) days.
6. The initial determination shall be mailed 'to Claimant and the Claims Manager within two (2)
business days after the determination is made.
7.' There is a continuing obligation on the part of the Claimant to apprise the Sheriff of any
changes in the information related to the incident.
Section 4. Authoritv and Duties of Claims Manager
.
,
1. The Claims Manager shall have the sole and exclusive authority to make a final determination
of eligibility for 207-c benefits, subject to the dispute resolution procedure herein.
2. -. The Claims Manager shall have the authority to:
(a)
(b)
Employ experts and specialists to assist in the rendering of the determination of eligibility;
Require the production of any book,' document or other record that pertains to the application or
IDJury;
Require the Claimant to submit to reasonable medical examinations;
Require the Claimant to sign forms for the release of medical information that bears upon the
application;
Require the attendance of the Claimant and all other witnesses for testimony upon reasonable
.
ooti~;and '
Do all that is necessary or advisable in the processing of said' application.
(c)
(d)
(~)
(f)
3. Claimant has an affirmative obligation to cooperate in every way with the investigation
conducted pursuant to this procedure. Failure to cooperate may, in the discretion of the Claims
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Manager, result in suspension of benefits 'subject to dispute resolution procedure contained in Section
10.
4. The Claims Manager shall mail a written copy of the final determination to the Claimant within
ten (10) days of the decision. The written copy shall set. forth the !easons for the decision. Appea}.s
from the decision of the Claims Manager shall be made within ten (10) days of the receipt of the
decision by the Claimant. .
Section5. Medical Treatment
1. After the filing of an application, the Claims Manager may require a Claimant to submit to a
reasonable number of medical or other health examinations as may be directed by the Claims Manager,
including examinations necessary. to render a final determination of eligibility, examinations or
inspections conducted to detennine if the Claimant has recovered and is able to perfonn his regular
duties, and/or examinations required to process an application for ordinary and accidental disability
retirement. Such treatment may include, but is not limited to medical and/or surgical techniques
deemed necessary by the appointed physicians. Any Claimant who refuses to accept such medical
treatment or fails to cooperate with medical examinations shall be deemed to have suspended rights to
benefits from that day forward, subject to Section 10.
2. Medical Reports - All physicians, specialists and consultants treating a Claimant shall be
required to file a copy of any and all reports with the Claims Manager. Physician notes on Claimant's
condition and ability to perfonn his job duties must be updated every thirty (30) days, unless the
CI~ant is deemed to be totally and perman~ntly disabled. The Claimant shall execute all necessary
releases and shall be responsible for the filing of said reports. Any report generated by the Claims
Manager, or any agent of the Claims Manager, that pertains to a Claimant's case shall be made
available for inspection after ten (10) days of receipt of the report by the County. A copy of any report
shall be made available upon request.
3. Payment for Medical and Related Services - A Claimant must notify the Claims Manager of'
expenses for medical services, hospitalization, or other treatment related to injury or illness giving rise
to the claim. To the extent practicable, notice shall be made prior to incurring the expense.
4. No claim for surgical operations or physiotherapeutic procedures costing more than $850.00
shall be paid unless required in an emergency or authorized m advance by the Claims Manager.
5. Bills for drugs, appliances or other supplies will require filing a copy of the prescription by a
doctor with the Claims Manager for the particular items billed, stating thereon that the items were
supplied as a consequence of the injury or illness upon which claim for benefits is based.
6. Any disputes pertaining to medical treatment shall be resolved pursuant to Section 10 of these
procedures.
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, Section 6. Light Dutv Assignments
1. Any Claimant receiving benefits who is not eligible for, or who is not granted, an ordinary or
accidental disability retirement or retirement for disability incurred in performance of duty, or similar
accidental disability pension, may be examined' by a physici~ chosen by the Claims Manager to
detennine the Claimant's ability to perfonn light duty. Any Claimant deemed able to perfonn light
duty by the Claims Manager may be directed by the Sheriff, in his sole discretion, to perform such
light duty for a specified period of time as detennined by the Sheriff
2. If possible, the light duty assignment shall be made to the Claimant's previously assigned shift
based upon the needs of the office as determinedby the Sheriff and/or his designee. '
3. If the Claimant returns to work in a light duty assignment within six (6) months from the
beginning of his leave, Claimant shall be given the same days off that he had when the leave
commenced, unless otherwise agreed.
4. A Claimant who disagrees with the order to report for light duty may, within 48 hours after
receipt ,of the order, appeal said order pursuant to Section 10 of these procedures.
5. Payment of benefits shall be discontinued to any Claimant who fails or refuses to perfonn light
duty after eJ41austionof the procedures contained in Section 10.
Section 7. Changes in Condition of Claimant
1. Each Claimant shall be required to notify the Claims Manager of any change in his condition
which may enable him to return to normal duties or to be classified as eligible for light duty. This
notice shall be made in writing within 48 hours of change.
.
2. Each Claimant shall be required to report to the Correction Administration on a bi-weekly
basis, unless otherwise agreed. Exceptions to the reporting requirement shall be made when medically
necessary .
Section 8. Right of Perpetual Review and Examination
1. The Claims Manager shall have the right to review the eligibility of every Claimant throughout
the period during which benefits are received. This right shall include, but shall not be limited to:
(a) Requiring Claimant to undergo a reasonable number of medical examinations by physician or '
physicians chosen by the Claims Manager; .
Requiring Claimant to testify as to his current condition; and
Requiring Claimant or any other involved parties to provide any documentation, books or
records that bear on Claimant's case. .
(b)
(c)
Section 9. Termination of Benefits
If, for any lawful reason, including but not limited to. all those reasons specified in these
procedures, the Claims Manager determines that a Claimant is no longer, or was never, eligible for
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benefits, the Claims Manager shall terminate such benefits effective the date of the determination of
inellgibility. Notice of such termination and the reasons therefor shall be served by mail upon the
Claimant and the Sheriff. The Claimant, within ten (10) days after receipt of the notice of termination,
may request a hearing to review the decision to termmate benefits. Pending a determination under this
Section, the Claimant will continue to receive 207-c benefits.
"AnYbenefits paid to a Claimant who is
later determined to have been ineligible for all or part of such benefits shall be refunded to the County
" as set forth in Section 10.
Section 10. Dispute Resolution
1. Except where otherwise specifically provided, Claimant shall file all requests for appeals to the
Claims Manager in the appropriate form within ten (10) days from the receipt of notice of all contested
claims or actions. Contest~d claims or actions shall be appealed to an independent hearing officer
(arbitrator) selected on a rotating basis from a panel agreed to by the parties. If the parties cannot
agree upon a panel, they shall select an arbitrator from the American Arbitration Association under its
normal rules. The hearing officer's decision shall be final and binding on the County, Union and the
Claimant, subject to Article"75 of the Civil Practice Law and Rules. The cost of the hearing officer
shall Qe borne equally by the parties. Parties shall be responsible for the cost of their own attorneys
and witnesses. Absent extenuating circumstances, the hearing shall be held within 30 calendar days of
the filing of the appeal. If a hearing officer is unavailable Within the 30 calendar day period, the
parties agree to go to the next name on the hearing officer list. During the pendency of the disputed
claim, the Claimant shall receive 207-c benefits subject to the following.
2. Absent extenuating circumstances, if the Union or the Claimant is unavailable within the 30
calendar day period, 207-c benefits shall cease at the end of the 30 calendar day period, at which time
the Claimant may use accruals or receive Workers' Compensation benefits if eligible. If the Union or
the Claimant adjourns the hearing, 207-c benefits shall cease, at which time the Claimant may use
accruals or receive Workers' Compensation benefits if eligible.
3. If there is a medical dispute between Claimant's doctor and the County's doctor as to whether
the Claimant is disabled or unable to perform his duties or if medical treatment is needed, the parties
agree to select a third doctor from an agreed upon medical service/provider, whose medical opinion
shall be binding upon the parties. If the parties cannot agree upon a third doctor, one will be assigned
by the Dutchess County Medical Society. The parties agree to share the cost of the third doctor
equally. Absent extenuating circumstances~ if Claimant fails to appear at a medical appointment,
cancels or reschedules the medical appointment, 207-c benefits shall be suspended from that day
forward, at which time the Claimant may use accruals or receive Workers' Compensation benefits, if
eligible, and request a hearing with respect to the issue of extenuating circumstances.
4. If it is determined that Claimant is ineligible for 207-c benefits, the Claimant shall reimburse
the County for any benefits advanced by way of charge to accruals. Claimant may also reimburse the
County in the form of a check to the Commissioner of Finance. If the Claimant has insufficient
accruals, Claimant shall reimburse the County for monies adv8.p.cedby way" of payroll deduction
within" 150 calendar days. " "
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5. The above procedure shall apply to all contested claims and issues, including initial
determination; continued eligibility, medical treatment and medical ability to perform light duty.
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Section 11. Coordination with Workers' Compensation Benefits
Upon payment of 207-c benefits, any wage or salary benefits awarded by the Workers'
Compensation Board shall be payable to the County for periods during which a Claimant received 207-
c benefits. If Claimant received any Workers' Compensation benefits which were required to be paid.
to the County, Claim~t shall repay ,such benefits to the County, or such amounts due may be offset
from his salary or any 207 -c benefits thereafter. Upon tenniriation of 207 -c benefits, any continuing
Workers' Compensation benefits shall be payable to Claimant.
.
Section 12. Discontinuation or Reduction of Salary and Wages or Other Benefits
1. Payment of all 207 -c benefits shall be discontinued with respect to any Claimant who is granted
an ordinary or accidental disability pension.
2. Payment of 207-c salary and wages shall be offset by any payments the Claimant receives from
the Social Security Administration pertaining to his injury or illness, as required by law.
Section 13. Appeals
No dispute arising out of the application of this procedure or the construction of 207-c shall be
subject to the grievance procedure. The appeal procedure herein shall be the exclusive remedy for
resolving 207-c disputes.
Section 14. Affirmation
This procedure shall supersede all prior 207 -c procedures. The parties agree that there will be
no changes made to this procedure without negotiation between the parties. ,.'
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APPENDIX H -Weekly Canine Report
The undersigned, having been assigned as a canine officer for the week commencing on
and ending on , has completed all necessary training,
care, general maititenance, handling, and related tasks for my dog and have spent _ hours off-duty
time doing so.
Pursuant to the collective bargaining agreement, I hereby request:
_ Hours of time and one-half at the federal minimum wage
Equivalent (after appropriate pro-ration and conversion) compensatory time.
_ Hours at time and 9ne half the contract rate for duties performed on
(date) between the hours of and for
Dated:
Correction Officer
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